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This is the story of a man who falls in love three weeks before leaving for flight training, tells of the different backgrounds of two people, the
struggles of separation, and the Korean War · all of which seem insurmountable odds for this young couple. Written fresh and vibrant by a
man whose been there, this novel puts you right in the cockpit right in the rice paddy, right in the lovers arms. Not only is this a love story but
it is a study in human behavior, revealing the conflict between a mother and a son, a tumultuous new relationship, and the realism of a fighter
pilot’s war. These are the forces that ultimately affect the destiny of two people.
Amanda Stevens hasn't had an easy life. Her parents are both dead. The only man she ever loved died before their wedding. She works a
mundane job, lives in her childhood home, and hasn't gone to a party since shoulder pads were in style. But all that is about to change. A
single act of selflessness drives her out in her father's old boat, late at night and in the middle of a storm. She's on her way to rescue
someone but when she lands in the past, she finds a new life, a new love, a new Amanda. The only problem is that she can't stay, he can't
go, and if the war has anything to say about it, the island they're marooned on will be wiped off the map.
Who is making so much noise and how will Jackson ever get to sleep? Despite some silly, sleepy mistakes, genteel Jackson finds a fun and
quiet activity for each of his noisy neighbors. He finally gets a great night's sleep—and discovers three new friends in the morning. Cozier than
a mole in fuzzy pajamas, No More Noisy Nights is an underground, under-the covers read-aloud, perfect for calming bedtime boogetywoogeties.
An unconventional princess. A man sent to protect her at all costs. Navy SEAL and Special Ops Major Anthony Garrison has secretly had
Princess Shayla’s six for the last four years. He’s been her comrade, confidant, and drinking buddy, all while fighting a growing attraction.
Watching asshole guys hit on her as he’s forced to deny his own desires is slowly driving him crazy. When the princess is captured and held
hostage, Anthony blames himself and goes against great odds to save her. Princess Shayla is held prisoner for months and begins to lose
hope of ever being rescued. Her one regret is never having acted on her attraction to her co-pilot and friend. Now she doesn’t know if he’s a
captive like her…or even alive. During a courageous rescue attempt, Anthony becomes both her savior and a stranger who’d lied to her for
years. Still, the lure of her desire proves stronger than her distrust of the man who betrayed her. Anthony may be the only person to help her
heal, but can she trust him to be more? Then one night… One kiss changes everything.
War hero and daughter to two Houses, Kira is just beginning to learn how deep the rabbit hole goes. ?Agreeing to accompany her father’s
people back to their homeworld, Kira Forrest prepares for the fight of her life. She’s agreed to undertake the Trial of the Broken, a rite of
passage every member of her father’s House must pass. It offers a path to independence and freedom that is too tempting to deny. Not
everyone welcomes this lost daughter of Roake. There are those who fear what her presence might bring to light. Betrayal stalks the halls of
Kira’s birthplace—its roots embedded deep in the events that claimed her parent’s lives and set her on her current path. Walking the wire’s
edge between truth and deception will test the person Kira has become as she separates ally from betrayer. An old enemy has put into
motion a plan that could topple the balance of power in the universe. Letting them succeed spells doom—but the price might be more than
Kira is willing to pay.
"While Dad tucks her in, a little girl calmly recounts her day with Mom, in which she had a tantrum, was sent to her room, and ran away--to a
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tent in the yard"-This is the story of one American glider pilot in World War II. After enlisting in the Army in May 1941, Gale went through basic training and
airplane mechanic instruction. In 1942 he volunteered for glider pilot training, going to South Plains Army Flying School, Lubbock, Texas, and
later Bowman Field, receiving ground combat training since glider pilots might be required to fight as infantry after a combat landing. In 1943
he joined the 436th Troop Carrier Group and after more training, the unit set off for England on 24 December 1943. Gale then flew gliders into
combat during the Normandy invasion, Holland and Rhine crossing operations, and his accounts of these episodes are detailed and riveting.
You will not soon forget the story of a young man who went off to war as a member of one of the most dangerous occupations of any combat
arm. 65 photos/documents. A Merriam Press World War 2 Autobiography.

From the #1 New York Times bestselling author and “master of contemporary romance, with heroes so hot they set the pages on
fire” (Gena Showalter, New York Times bestselling author), a steamy romantic suspense novel about arson investigator, Anne
Ashburn, who is consumed by her troubled past, her family’s scorched legacy, and her current case: chasing a deadly killer. Anne
Ashburn is a woman consumed… Strong-willed and brash, Anne relished the thrill of fighting fires. But when one risky decision at a
warehouse scene changes her life forever, she must reinvent not only her job, but her whole self. Despite the desire to move on,
Anne finds her new career as an arson investigator a pale substitute for all the adrenaline-fueled buzz she left behind. She
doesn’t believe she will ever feel that same all-consuming passion for a job again—until a string of suspicious fires endangers the
lives of her former colleagues. Danny McGuire is the best fireman in the city but in the midst of a personal meltdown. He’s taking
risks like never before thanks to a reckless death wish—until he teams up with Anne to find the fire starter. Passion flares between
them—not for the first time—but as Anne narrows in on her target, the arsonist marks her as the next victim in this firestorm of a
novel. With heart-pounding suspense and sizzling romance, Consumed is a compulsively readable novel that “you won’t be able
to put down” (USA TODAY).
While researching Mayan culture an archeologist unleashes an evil so powerful that it threatens his life and the world around him.
In 1961 Kenya, archaeologist Natalie Nelson falls in love with the son of the excavating team's leader, an affair that turns
dangerous when she must give evidence in a trial that could spark violence and turmoil in the surrounding area.
This charming story presents a new way for young children to understand how to creatively embrace who they are, no matter what
others think. Carla’s lunch box is filled with odd delights like the Olive, Pickle and Green Bean Sandwich, the Banana-CottageCheese Delight, and the unforgettable Chopped Liver, Potato Chips, and Cucumber Combo. To Carla, they are delicious and
creative lunches, but her teasing classmates are unconvinced and abandon her at the lunch table to eat her bizarre sandwiches
alone. One day, however, tables turn when Buster—the worst tease of all—forgets his lunch on the day of the picnic and Carla
thoughtfully offers him her extra sandwich. Her own spirited nature helps Carla teach her classmates that "unusual" can actually
be good. Lively illustrations help showcase the book's messages of acceptance, tolerance, individuality, and creativity, and the
funny plot and authentic dialogue are sure to make this tale a favorite among elementary school children. Carla's creative
sandwich solutions provide young chefs-to-be with the inspiration to create sandwich masterpieces of their own.
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One day Nathan starts blinking—a lot. It bothers his parents and his sister. After a while the blinking stops, but then Nathan starts
sniffing. A doctor explains that Nathan's movements are called tics.
Snappsy the alligator is having a normal day when a pesky narrator steps in to spice up the story. Is Snappsy reading a book ... or
is he making CRAFTY plans? Is Snappsy on his way to the grocery store ... or is he PROWLING the forest for defenseless birds
and fuzzy bunnies? Is Snappsy innocently shopping for a party ... or is he OBSESSED with snack foods that start with the letter P?
What's the truth? Snappsy the Alligator (Did Not Ask to Be in This Book) is an irreverent look at storytelling, friendship, and
creative differences, perfect for fans of Mo Willems.
Automation in aviation can be a lifesaver, expertly guiding a plane and its passengers through stormy weather to a safe landing.
Or it can be a murderer, crashing an aircraft and killing all on board in the mistaken belief that it is doing the right thing. Lawrence
Sperry invented the autopilot just ten years after the Wright brothers’ first flight in 1903. But progress was slow for the next three
decades. Then came the end of the Second World War and the jet age. That’s when the real trouble began. Aviation automation
has been pushed to its limits, with pilots increasingly relying on it. Autopilot, autothrottle, autoland, flight management systems, air
data systems, inertial guidance systems. All these systems are only as good as their inputs which, incredibly, can go rogue. Even
the automation itself is subject to unpredictable failure. Can automation account for every possible eventuality? And what of the
pilots? They began flight training with their hands on the throttle and yoke, and feet on the rudder pedals. Then they reached the
pinnacle of their careers – airline pilot – and suddenly they were going hours without touching the controls other than for a few
minutes on takeoff and landing. Are their skills eroding? Is their training sufficient to meet the demands of today’s planes? The
Dangers of Automation in Airliners delves deeply into these questions. You’ll be in the cockpits of the two doomed Boeing 737
MAXs, the Airbus A330 lost over the South Atlantic, and the Bombardier Q400 that stalled over Buffalo. You’ll discover exactly why
a Boeing 777 smacked into a seawall, missing the runway on a beautiful summer morning. And you’ll watch pilots battling –
sometimes winning and sometimes not – against automation run amok. This book also investigates the human factors at work.
You’ll learn why pilots might overlook warnings or ignore cockpit alarms. You’ll observe automation failing to alert aircrews of what
they crucially need to know while fighting to save their planes and their passengers. The future of safe air travel depends on
automation. This book tells its story.
A brutal massacre. A terrifying madman. OSI Special Agent Vin Cooper is brought to the scene of an airport massacre in El Paso, Texas, to
investigate the death of a USAF airman, AWOL from a nearby Air Force base. When a survivor of the chilling massacre crawls out of the
desert, Cooper comes to the obvious conclusion – with a major cartel just across the border in Juarez, this has to be about drugs. As he
begins to piece together the case, Cooper is drawn into a world of violence and treachery. Soon he finds himself on the run, framed for
murders he didn't commit. But being a fugitive just happens to be the perfect cover for his most dangerous mission yet – crossing the border
and infiltrating the cartel. Coming face-to-face with a terrifying madman, Cooper soon realizes that the airport massacre was just a dress
rehearsal for something even worse ...
It is the eve of his inauguration and President-Elect Bill Kartona is looking forward to the next twelve hours. Tomorrow, he will become the
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youngest person ever to be sworn in as president of the United States. With his wife asleep, Kartona answers a knock at the door, greets his
national security adviser with a passionate kiss, leads her into the bathroom across the hall, and closes the door. A historic and potentially
scandalous presidency is about to begin. The next day, when Kartona takes the oath of office, other leaders driven by greed and hunger for
power pause and take note. China and Russia want control of the world’s largest mining resource. France is taking steps to rescue its former
colony from being plundered by the nouveaux riches. While Kartona immerses himself in the various crises, his national security advisor tells
him she knows the perfect person to help him defuse the tension among the four countries: Goldie Baume, a cowboy from West Texas. With
a world war appearing imminent, Kartona has no choice but to follow her lead. But soon, the new president will have more problems to deal
with than he ever imagined. In this political thriller, a president weakened by scandals must rely on a Texas cowboy to restrain the powerful
leaders before they destroy each other and the entire planet. As a romance is rekindled between the cowboy and his former French lover,
only time will tell if love will triumph over conflict.
"First published in the United States of America by Viking, an imprint of Penguin Group (USA) LLC, 2014."--Title page verso.
Set in America’s original ski resort, Sun Valley, Idaho—SISTERS offers a thought-provoking look at three women . . . and the choices they
make when they realize their lives aren’t exactly what they expected. Karyn Macadam is starting over after losing her husband to a skiing
accident. A chance encounter with a backcountry pilot might be this young widow’s one shot at a new beginning, but only if she can let go of
the past. Leigh Ann Blackburn is the perfect wife, until her husband grows more distant and she believes the worst. An outrageous plan to
save her marriage turns the situation on its head and she soon learns not everything is as it seems. Joie Abbott, who always finds a way to
mess up her life, has done it yet again. This time a bitter betrayal threatens to expose a heartache she desperately wants to keep secret,
especially from her family. Through romance and heartbreak, laughter and tears . . . life is always better with your sisters at your side.
The human underground may finally get the chance to defeat the brutal control of the alien Visitors when another alien race answers their call
for help, but they must also decide if their new alien allies can really be trusted.
"Javelin Rain incidents must be resolved immediately, by any and all means necessary, no matter what the cost ..."--Page 4 of cover.
I'm a Witch and Witches burn. Lily is back in her own universe, and she's ready to relax with Rowan. True, she almost died in the Pyre that
fueled their escape, and must hide her magic for the safety of the world, but compared to fighting the monstrous Woven and leading armies in
the alternate Salem, life is looking good. You think I'm a monster, but my choices, as ruthless as they seem, are justified. Unfortunately,
Lillian, ruthless ruler of the 13 Cities, is not willing to let Lily go that easily. If she can't persuade Lily to return to her world, she'll have to find a
way to make her come back. Picking up right where Trial By Fire left off, Firewalker is another sexy, fast-paced, heartbreaking thrill ride from
internationally bestselling author Josephine Angelini!
Anyone interested in aviation will love this complete history of the Cessna L-19 Birddog by Minard D. Thompson, Jr. Own the story of the L-19
& its major users, including the U.S. & 17 other Armed Forces during the L-19's 40 years of military service. Includes detailed specifications,
serial number reports, FAA certificate data, common military paint schemes, avionics installation, model determination appendices & a
complete index. Also includes over 800 photographs with 32 pages of color. A must for pilots or airplane enthusiasts.
THE MOST COMPLETE, UP-TO-DATE GUIDE TO RADIO COMMUNICATIONS FOR PILOTS Fully revised to cover the most current
protocols, this practical resource provides everything you need to communicate with confidence from the cockpit. The Pilot's Radio
Communications Handbook, Sixth Edition discusses the full spectrum of radio facilities and communication responsibilities. Designed
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primarily, but not exclusively, for VFR pilots, this book spells out what to say to contact a facility, what you should expect to hear, and how to
properly respond. A new chapter on communications and emergencies and new coverage of the International Phonetic Alphabet are
included. Expand your flight horizons beyond the local controlled or uncontrolled airport with help from this must-have pilot's companion.
Coverage includes: * Mastering aviation radio communications * Aviation accidents involving communication failure * Breaking through
communication barriers * Airspace classifications * MULTICOM airport radio communications * UNICOM airport radio communications * Flight
service stations * ATIS: automatic terminal information service * Ground control: the airport surface traffi c director * Transponder: the silent
communicator * Operating and communicating in Class D and E airspaces * Operating and communicating in Class B, Class C, and TRSA
airspaces * Communicating with approach/departure control * Communicating with air route traffic control centers * Handling radio failures *
Communications and emergencies * A cross-country flight to bring it all together
The first book to examine the glittering dreams and rigorous experiences of the 49ers from representative sections and classes of a single
state.
The irresistible novel that was adapted into a major motion picture starring Leonardo DiCaprio. The Khao San Road, Bangkok -- first stop for
the hordes of rootless young Westerners traveling in Southeast Asia. On Richard's first night there, in a low-budget guest house, a fellow
traveler slashes his wrists, bequeathing to Richard a meticulously drawn map to "the Beach." The Beach, as Richard has come to learn, is
the subject of a legend among young travelers in Asia: a lagoon hidden from the sea, with white sand and coral gardens, freshwater falls
surrounded by jungle, plants untouched for a thousand years. There, it is rumored, a carefully selected international few have settled in a
communal Eden. Haunted by the figure of Mr. Duck -- the name by which the Thai police have identified the dead man -- and his own
obsession with Vietnam movies, Richard sets off with a young French couple to an island hidden away in an archipelago forbidden to tourists.
They discover the Beach, and it is as beautiful and idyllic as it is reputed to be. Yet over time it becomes clear that Beach culture, as Richard
calls it, has troubling, even deadly, undercurrents. Spellbinding and hallucinogenic, The Beach by Alex Garland -- both a national bestseller
and his debut -- is a highly accomplished and suspenseful novel that fixates on a generation in their twenties, who, burdened with the legacy
of the preceding generation and saturated by popular culture, long for an unruined landscape, but find it difficult to experience the world
firsthand.
“One of the best writers today.” (Johnny Olsen) / “A master storyteller.” (Betty Richard) ONE OF THEIR OWN IS DEAD. NOW IT’S TIME
FOR REVENGE. On a mission to rescue a young American woman held by ISIS as a sex slave, one of the Delta Force’s Bravo Team is
killed, betrayed by a mole within the Unit. As the team reels from the loss, the CIA presses hard to find the young woman and give the team a
second chance to fulfill their mission. And seek revenge for the death of their comrade. Torn from today’s headlines, USA Today bestselling
author J. Robert Kennedy’s Forgotten confronts one of the greatest tragedies of our time—the massive, systematic rape of thousands of
innocent young girls, and the misguided American women desperate to join the perpetrators. A non-stop action-packed thrill ride, Forgotten is
filled with humor, tragedy, romance and hope, with an intensity only Kennedy can deliver.
When twelve-year-old Macey discovers a locket on her front steps, she begins a journey to find out about who she really is and why her
adoptive mother has been gone for almost a year.
A shadowy terrorist kingpin has orchestrated the systematic slaying of American diplomats abroad and, as the death toll mounts, British
intelligence agent Alexander Hawke is called upon to avert a cataclysmic attack. From London to Indonesia, Washington to the Florida Keys,
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Hawke battles it out against a cunning and ruthless enemy bent on destroying the West - while on a personal level avenging a senseless
crime that has left him devastated.

Chauncey de Leon Canfield (1843-1909) first published "The diary of a forty-niner" in 1906, and 1,200 of the 2,000 copies in that
edition were burned. Joseph Gaer's Bibliography of California literature, 20 describes this book as written in the form of a diary, but
fictional.' The diary of a forty-niner (1920) reprints Canfield's 1906 publication. It purports to be the diary of Alfred T. Jackson, of
Litchfield County, Connecticut, during his days as a gold prospector, 1850-1852. Jackson offers firsthand accounts of Nevada City
and neighboring Rock Creek; descriptions of Grass Valley, North and South Yuba Valleys, and the Sierra Mountains; details of
gold mining with accounts of pioneer overland crossings, and foreign mineworkers (including Chinese). Entries concerning
Jackson's personal life include details of his courtship of a French woman in the camps.
Kevin can't get to sleep at night until he does many things. He checks under his bed for a light he knows isn't there, and then, a
minute later, he checks again. Kevin wants to stop, but the worry thoughts keep coming.
Abdul Taufiq, an escaped terrorist from Bangalore Central Prison, is on the run attempting to cross into Pakistan to rejoin his
handlers. The Difa-e-Kashmir, a brutal group of terrorists hold a bus load of Peaceniks hostage at the Wagah-Attari border
checkpoint, demanding unimpeded passage for Abdul Taufiq. With clues pointing to his escape route, Alpha Squad of ÔQÕ
Branch CID of the Tamilnadu Police is tasked to trace Taufiq with instructions to keep him alive. Will the Alpha Squad succeed in
locating Taufiq? Will Taufiq escape to Pak? Will the innocent passengers in the ill-fated bus live another day or will they be killed?
ÔThe Peacenik SwapÕ makes a fascinating read of one incident of a proxy war that goes awry.
One-Niner is a thinly veiled autobiography recounting the experiences of a young navy chaplain who served with the Marine
Corps. His outfit-second battalion, Fifth Marine Infant Regiment, First Marine Division-had among the highest casualties of any
infantry battalion in the northern I Corps in 1968-1969. The unique perspective of a Marine infantry chaplain brings the excruciating
images of war from the wards of field hospitals to the battlefield itself, giving the reader a comprehensive unders
In 1972 the world still lives in the wake of chaos created by the assassination of President John F. Kennedy and the Vietnam War
rages on. After a young farmboy by the name of Templeton Hawks escapes an infamous Vietcong prison camp, unprecedented
events are set into motion as he makes his way home after many years of being presumed dead. When he finally returns to his
Texas hometown, Natalie, the girl he left behind, is overcome by the happiness of discovering him alive. But their joy is soon
disrupted by the unexplainable abduction of Natalies four year old daughter. Feeling his return and the disappearance of the little
girl are somehow connected, Temp sets out on an elaborate search for the child. As he pieces together the terrifying clues and
dodges the suspicions of a wily police lieutenant, Temp must avoid an array of deadly traps set before him by using his knowledge
of the past, the gifts of his physical prowess and the superior abilities of his cunning mind. The search for the four-year-old soon
becomes a labyrinth of mystery leading him through the dark streets of Dallas Texas and finally to a clandestine state of the art
security compound hidden deep within the city. Temp soon discovers that the truth of JFKs death lies not with Lee Harvey Oswald,
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but with a child who wasnt born until five years after the presidents murder---Natalies little girl, Paris.
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